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Welcome Back Y4!
• We hope you all had an enjoyable break and still have a few Easter eggs left. 

You may need the chocolate sugar rush to get you through the brain workout 
we have for you today (well, your mums and dads might anyway!).

Belated Happy Birthday cheers to Rosie, Kayla & Blake 
in Christopher Robin class who all celebrated during the holidays; 

we hope you all managed to have a great time. And here’s a 
massive birthday, “HURRAH!” for Gracie P who is 9 today.



Mental Maths

• Play Times Table Rock Stars and try to increase your speed in Garage.

• Then play at least 1 game in Studio.



Maths

Today in maths we will recap 

column addition.

You can choose the right level of  

challenge to suit your ability: Mild, 

Spicy or Extra Spicy!

Check out my videos recapping the 

method and how to work out 

missing numbers.

Good luck! 

Answers on tomorrow’s PPT

Missing numbers 

https://youtu.be/zLnxgd9EX7w

Recap column addition 

https://youtu.be/lXhNA2uXP08

https://youtu.be/lXhNA2uXP08
https://youtu.be/zLnxgd9EX7w
https://youtu.be/lXhNA2uXP08
https://youtu.be/zLnxgd9EX7w
https://youtu.be/lXhNA2uXP08


MildFluency Reasoning



Spicy

Identify and explain the mistakes the 

other two children have made.



Extra Spicy

7) An orchard contains 2125 apple trees, 1019 pear trees and 282 plum 

trees. How many trees are in the orchard? 

8) A car park has double the number of  silver cars than black cars and 

half  the number of  red cars than black cars. There are 1428 black cars. 

How many red, silver and black cars altogether are in the car park?

Problem Solving

All of  the digits below are either a 3 

or a 9. Can you work out each digit?

7338=???? + ????

Can you find more than one solution?



• This week in SPaG we are going to be focusing on punctuating direct speech accurately.

• Today, please take the test DIRECT SPEECH PUNCTUATION B that has been set for you on 
www.spag.com

• Just do your best.

• Then over the next few days, we will do some work that will remind you of all the speech 
punctuation rules.

• On Friday, you will take the same test again and (hopefully) see an improvement in your 
scores.

• Alternatively, if you get 100% today, you will be given a different activity on Friday.

http://www.spag.com


Reading.
We are going to be using Oxford Reading Owl.
If  you haven’t set up an account yet follow the 

instructions on the next page.
You will need you adult to help you.



Step 1



Step 2



Step 3



Now you 

should be 

ready to 

go!!!

• Today we are going to be reading an eBook called 

'Animal Tricksters'. It is from the 'Myths and 

Legends' genre of  books.

• If  you search the name of  the eBook on the eBook 

page it will come up, it looks like this.



ACTIVITY
Before we start reading, we are going to look at 

the front cover and try to make some predictions.

1. Look at the front cover of  this book, what 
do you predict is going to happen?

2. What character traits do you think the 
monkey and the crocodile have?

3. What is a trickster?

4. Do you think you are going to be on the 
side of  the tricksters, or the people being 

tricked?Why?

5. Do you think anyone is going to be eaten?



Writing

• Over the next few weeks we are going to be learning about 

non-chronological reports.

• What is a non-chronological report?

• Non-chronological reports can be in any order and give 

information about a topic.



Today we are going to look 

at the features of  a non-

chronological report.

Can you name any?



Watch this 

video to find 

out more.

https://www.youtube.com/

watch?v=JvVaqgNrxbk

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JvVaqgNrxbk


Let's look at some of  the features of  a non-

chronological report.

• Title=Tells you what the report is 
about.

• Introduction-First paragraph to 
tell you basic facts (who, what, 
where)

• Sub-headings= act like a mini 
title to tell you what each 
paragraph is about.

• Pictures/diagrams= allow the 
reader to see what the information 
is about..

• Factual language= only true 
facts can be written in a non-
chronological report.



Here is an example



ACTIVITY.
Today you are 
going to look 

at a non-
chronological

report and 
see if  you can 
find the key 

features.



Look at the non-chronological report 

about elephants. Can you find and 

write down these key features?

• What is the title?

• What is the introductory sentence?

• Can you write down all the subheadings?

• Is there a diagram or image? How does it 

help you know more about elephants?

• What is your favourite fact?

• Did you learn anything new? What was it?

Challenge:

Can you research some more 

facts about elephants to add 

into each paragraph?


